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lock and load, soldier, but also check the map. because if you're going to be in any vehicle, you
might as well be on the correct side of it. medal of honor: allied assault gives players the chance to
step into the role of a soldier from three prominent nations of world war ii. when medal of honor:
allied assault was first released in 1999, playstation owners couldn't wait to play the game, and

countless playstation owners were said to get games out of the first run of imported retail consoles.
entertaining content medal of honor: allied assault allows gamers to experience the most authentic

ww2 war games ever. in a game set during the war when allied forces were fighting against axis
forces, the player will find himself in a gamut of missions from allied ground battles to air battles,
from the bombing of the enemy's factories to the liberation of a pow camp. this was the fifteenth

installment in the series, released on march 4, 2013 for the xbox 360 and pc. it features fully voiced
characters and moved the series to a multiplayer-only. all previous single player medal of honor

games were re-released as a bundle in this edition. this was also the first game to use the frostbite 3
engine. medal of honor: allied assault was made available for the nintendo 3ds in october 2013. this
was the final installment in the series, released on march 9, 2014. it was also the last game in the

series to be released on the pc. medal of honor: firestorm was released for the xbox 360, playstation
3 and pc on september 9, 2014.
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